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The Great Ambivalence: Nick‟s Struggle with Masculinity and Femininity in The Great Gatsby 

 The way Nick Carraway, narrator of F. Scott Fitzgerald‟s The Great Gatsby, relates the 

story of his experience in New York City greatly shapes the form the novel takes. Throughout 

the course of the book, a melancholy mood is produced by Nick‟s peculiar manner of 

interpreting the world around him. In her article “Feeling „Half Feminine‟: Modernism and the 

Politics of Emotion in The Great Gatsby,” Frances Kerr proposes that this can be attributed to 

the fact that Nick manifests characteristics of multiple genders, writing that he “[asserts] 

masculinity but [confesses] femininity” (409). This pull towards both the masculine and the 

feminine for Nick is apparent in the ambivalent manner in which he conveys the story, such as 

when he says, “I was within and without,” a sentence that expresses that Nick experiences both 

sides of a dichotomy (Fitzgerald 35). Often, Nick expresses his interpretation with conflicting 

phrases, as though he is sensitive to both points on a binary—more specifically, the gender 

binary.  He is consistently sentimental, as is stereotypically considered a feminine trait, then 

makes efforts to realign his masculinity through dismissive behavior, distancing himself from 

others. Despite the prevalent quality of conflicting feelings, Nick overwhelmingly attempts to 

affirm his masculinity and erase his femininity, as can be demonstrated through his relationship 

with Jordan Baker. 

 Like the notion of gender itself, the concepts of masculinity and femininity are socially 

constructed ideologies. Thus, they inherently mean nothing until society associates them with 
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various characteristics tied to traditional gender roles. Lois Tyson in Critical Theory Today 

touches on the commonly male-associated and female-associated traits by offering a handful of 

examples. While men—and therefore, the masculine—are thought of as “rational, strong, 

protective, and decisive,” women—and therefore, the feminine—are thought of as “emotional 

(irrational), weak, nurturing, and submissive” (85). In this way, masculinity and femininity are 

viewed as two opposite aspects of a binary, or what Helene Cixous refers to as patriarchal binary 

thought—defined as “seeing the world in terms of polar opposites, one of which is considered 

superior to the other” (100). Since masculinity and femininity are opposing notions, one of these 

is held in high regard while the other is held in contempt; generally, masculine characteristics 

have a positive connotation and feminine characteristics have a negative connotation. Because of 

this, men frequently avoid exhibiting feminine traits because, as Tyson explains, “one of the 

most devastating verbal attacks to which man can be subjected is to be compared to a woman” 

(88). These two terms, “masculine” and “feminine,” thus reflect patriarchal ideologies and their 

usage in their traditional sense perpetuates the mentality patriarchy is grounded on; however, the 

weight they carry drives individuals to act certain ways out of fear of being or desire to be more 

“manly” or more “womanly,” and so the usage of the two words will be employed in this paper 

solely to demonstrate the active forces behind Nick‟s thoughts and actions. The social stigma of 

being womanly—or feminine—is so burdensome that it compels men such as Nick to reject their 

“feminine” qualities and project their “masculine” qualities. 

From the start of the novel, Nick deliberately presents himself in a masculine light 

through his self-proclaimed rational insight. In the first two pages, Nick immediately informs the 

reader that he is an unbiased narrator, “inclined to reserve all judgments” (Fitzgerald 1). By 

extension, the reader is led to believe that Nick views the world around him in a rational, 
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impartial manner, and that he will relay the story of his time in New York in an honest, level-

headed fashion. This elusion to opinion and feeling is unquestionably a masculine expression. 

Due to this non-judgmental outlook, Nick mentions that many “wild, unknown men” put their 

confidence in him (1). Strong communicative abilities are often considered a feminine attribute, 

as women are viewed as more social and nurturing, and thus to share one‟s feelings is a feminine 

act. The men that share their “griefs” with Nick are approaching him and inviting him to partake 

in a feminine act that he tries to squash (1). Nick attempts to avoid listening to their personal 

troubles, admitting that he pretends to sleep or hide when other men approach him and Nick 

senses “an intimate revelation… quivering on the horizon” (1). Nick tries to understand the 

world in an unbiased masculine way, which causes others to trust him and open up in a feminine 

way, which drives Nick to reject their feminine desires of intimate communication for the 

masculine resolve of being emotionally closed off. 

The complex relationship of Nick‟s femininity and masculinity is also demonstrated 

through his alternating feelings of affection and hesitance towards Jordan. Near the start of Nick 

and Jordan‟s relationship, Jordan remarks to Nick, “I hate careless people. That‟s why I like 

you,” which evokes a surge of affection for her in him (Fitzgerald 58). “…For a moment I 

thought I loved her,” Nick writes (58). Immediately following this, he adds, “But I am slow-

thinking and full of interior rules that act as brakes on my desires,” and mentions how he 

withheld from engaging with Jordan until he officially ended the relationship he had with a 

woman from his hometown. In this example, Jordan expresses fondness for Nick due to his 

carefulness, which is a masculine trait. Femininity equates to irrationality, emotionality, and 

hysteria—hysteria a mental condition only described in women and “characterized by 

overemotional, extremely irrational behavior,” behavior when in exhibited in men would be 
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described alternatively as something such as “short temperament” (Tyson 86); the feminine is 

considered fickle and unstable. Alternatively, masculinity deals with rationality, logic, and 

reason; the masculine is considered stable. Thus, while some may argue that masculinity 

involves adventurous and reckless behavior, it is a longstanding traditional conception that men 

are wiser and more accustomed to making fully thought-out decisions. Internally, Nick responds 

to Jordan‟s comment with a surge of emotion—suddenly he swells with a feeling of love, a 

certainly feminine quality. To experience love is to be vulnerable and feeling—“careless,” 

almost, which adds an element of irony to Jordan‟s compliment. However, Nick instantly 

eradicates this feminine compulsion and declares that he has many personal restrictions for 

himself, a hard masculine trait of self-government. Startled by the feminine emotion Jordan 

evoked in him, Nick quickly realigns his reaction to correspond with a masculine approach. 

Throughout the course of the novel, Nick engages in somewhat of a romance with Jordan 

Baker, but once the feelings between them escalate, he denies himself the whimsies of love in an 

attempt to preserve his masculinity. Love, a commonly perceived “irrational” emotion, is an 

overtly feminine feeling, and the closeness of Nick and Jordan becomes threatening to Nick. 

Near the end of the novel, their relationship starts to break down as Nick withdraws; he becomes 

annoyed with her, and confesses that—after one of them hangs up on the other during a phone 

call—he doesn‟t care (Fitzgerald 155). He catches himself exuding femininity through his bond 

with Jordan and seeks to eliminate it. During their final exchange, he leaves “angry, half in love 

with her, and tremendously sorry” (177). The emotions he describes feeling after their last 

encounter are conflicting and complex indeed—he is upset, yet feels a degree of affection for 

her, and is not entirely invested in his decision. He‟s mad at the complexity of the issue and mad 

at the feminine manifestations Jordan caused him to feel. Nick is also “half in love with her”—he 
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cannot allow himself to fully love her, because that would be a complete surrender to the 

feminine powers of emotion, so he can only feel affection towards her to a certain extent. 

Therefore, he is regretful to be stuck between this call of masculinity and femininity, yet not 

regretful enough to change his steadfast rejection of the feminine. 

Jordan‟s mere self-asserting presence is as an emasculating force for Nick, who becomes 

submissive and shy when confronted by her strong gaze. When he first sees her, she looks at him 

in such a way that he “was almost surprised into murmuring an apology for having disturbed her 

by coming in” (Fitzgerald 8). Jordan‟s face is so firmly set that a chance glance contains enough 

authority to jar Nick. This is a tremendously passive and unassertive compulsion and is related to 

a series of feminine traits Tyson offers, such as “frailty, modesty, and timidity” (88). This 

encounter also reflects a gender role reversal of a concept called “the male gaze,” which refers to 

the notion that “the man looks; the woman is looked at” (Tyson 102). In other words, the male is 

the one who acts and the woman is the one who is acted upon, and therefore it is a relationship 

where the male is active and the female is passive. Because the notion of “male” is linked to 

masculinity and “female” is linked to femininity, it is masculine to look upon someone or 

something and feminine to be looked upon, as the individual looking is the one “who is in 

control” (102). Hence, when Jordan looks upon Nick with such an intense gaze that he is 

emotionally taken aback, it is Jordan who has become the masculine form and Nick who has 

become the feminine form. On the following page of the novel, Nick comments, “Almost any 

exhibition of complete self-sufficiency draws a stunned tribute from me” (Fitzgerald 9). Nick is 

passive enough that he momentarily falters when looked upon with a powerful gaze, and he is 

considerably impressed when others are assertive and confident; he internally admits feminine 
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awe of the masculine. Nick admires the masculine quality of those who can stand on their own, 

independent and firm in their resolve, and desires to internalize this characteristic. 

Nick‟s masculinity is also confronted and challenged by Jordan near the end of the novel 

when they last encounter. Towards the beginning of the novel, Nick ends Chapter 3 with the 

sentence, “I am one of the few honest people that I have ever known” (Fitzgerald 59). 

Straightforwardness is indeed a masculine trait; whereas women are emotionally-driven and 

more prone to irrationality, men are more truth- and justice-oriented. This is clearly a trait he 

prides himself in, referring to it as his own “cardinal virtue” (59). As previously discussed, he 

even opens up the novel with his claim of being an honest, unbiased narrator. Later, however, 

when Jordan and Nick are sharing their final interaction, Jordan contests his supposed honesty, 

saying, “I thought you were rather an honest, straightforward person. I thought it was your secret 

pride” (177). Jordan uses the past tense form of the word “think,” conveying that she previously 

believed Nick to be honest, but no longer continues to believe this, thus calling his masculinity 

into question by accusing him of being dishonest, a feminine and undesirable characteristic. No 

other character in this novel goes up against Nick in this manner, calling him out on his 

unreliability and contradicting his integrity. This is a direct attack against Nick‟s novel-length 

assertion of unbiased honesty and strikes a blow to his masculinity. 

Nick is attracted to Jordan for her own blend of masculine and feminine qualities which 

parallel his own gender struggles, as exemplified by his writing style. Nick describes Jordan as 

“small-breasted,” and writes that she holds herself “like a young cadet,” conveying her body and 

stature to be very boyish and angular (Fitzgerald 11). The harsh slenderness and strict poise of 

her body is so noticeable that in two different parts of the book, Nick refers to Jordan as “hard” 

and “jaunty” (58, 79). Femininity is associated with the soft and weak, while masculinity is 
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associated with the hard and strong; clearly Jordan‟s physique is one of firm stature, of which 

Nick is continuously aware. He also describes her face in the characteristically ambivalent way 

he has, as “wan, charming, discontented,” portraying her through a mixture of adjectives that 

hold varying connotations (11). Essentially, she appears to him as both sad and delightful, two 

words that carry negative and positive associations respectively, much like the negative and 

positive associations that masculinity and femininity carry respectively.  Later, in a similar 

fashion, he comments that her face has a “pleasing contemptuous expression,” again utilizing 

two very different words to illustrate Jordan‟s countenance. (18). Jordan appears to Nick 

attractive and pleasant—feminine qualities—while also rigid and scornful—masculine qualities. 

He is enthralled by the dichotomy of masculinity and femininity and so frequently joins the two 

in order to describe his perceptions which reflect his internal experiences. Nick‟s narrative style 

incorporates so many conflicting, ambivalent feelings, which Kerr refers to as the “the 

conforming and dissenting dimensions of Nick Carraway's masculinity,” because his writing is 

influenced by his personal struggles between feeling masculine and feminine (411). Nick is 

attracted to Jordan, who similarly experiences masculinity and femininity, and he subliminally 

confesses this through his peculiar writing style. 

 Nick Carraway‟s narration in The Great Gatsby employs a plethora of opposing notions; 

he frequently juxtaposes words that have positive connotations with words that have negative 

connotations in order to describe his experiences. Through an examination of his relationship 

with Jordan Baker, it becomes clear that his continuous reference to dueling concepts is 

prompted by his own internal battle between inclinations towards masculinity and femininity. 

Upon closer inspection, many of the conflicting words he utilizes can be divided into two 

categories that either describe the idea of masculinity or femininity. Kerr arrives at this 
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conclusion as well, writing, “Nick's fear of being perceived as feminine and the secret knowledge 

that he is feminine create the troubling fissures in his personality that we have traditionally 

described as either moral lapses or narrative unreliability... Nick acts like a man, but—

sometimes—feels like a woman” (Kerr 410). Just as Nick goes back and forth between 

experiencing feelings of masculinity and femininity, he goes back and forth between being 

attracted to and repelled by Jordan—attracted to her gender ambivalence and repelled by the 

gender ambivalence she causes Nick to experience. By analyzing how Nick reacts emotionally 

and physically to Jordan—herself, a character that sways back and forth between masculinity and 

femininity—as well as his distinct descriptive quality, the reader can conclude that Nick has  

both masculine and feminine inclinations yet attempts to diminish his femininity while 

embracing his masculinity. 
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